
Monitoring

Providing a customized monitoring 
solution, Blue Eye’s intelligent platform 
is designed to perpetually learn and 
adapt to changing security conditions.

Detection

Blue Eye continuously analyzes data from 
multiple sources, such as surveillance 
cameras and sensors, to identify 
potential threats before they occur.

Analysis

Once a potential threat is detected, Blue 
Eye’s team of security experts intervene 
and engage based on the pre-configured 
protocols.

Response

In the event of a security breach, a custom 
response plan is deployed, including high 
decibel speakers, onsite security teams or 
dispatch to police.

Respond

Interested in learning more? 
Contact us at sales@goblueeye.com 
today to set up a technology demo!

Blue Eye’s intelligent platform runs locally on thin-
client hardware.  This allows native integration with 
onsite systems, ensuring our detection and 
recognition models to execute quickly. AIPX 
supports both analog and digital systems.  

Blue Eye’s rich reporting capabilities aggregate 
dozens of data points, providing your teams with 
comprehensive reports including incident, BOLOs, 
and site summaries.

AIPX Hardware

Comprehensive Reporting

Conventional security systems alone do not offer the protection your manufacturing 
plant, warehouse or distribution facility needs. Stop crime before it can happen with 
proactive live monitoring.
Over the last decade, Blue Eye has built a reputation within the security industry for offering progressive, 
technologically advanced solutions. Our AIPX™ platform utilizes AI to identify abnormalities in your building feed, 
including unauthorized visitors and suspicious activity. Once an active threat is determined, one of our video 
surveillance technicians will address the subject(s) directly via speakers on-premises advising that they are being 
watched and to leave the property immediately. If unmoved by this warning, they will manage the dispatch of 
authorities to intervene.

 Our software is compatible with the majority of industry leading camera systems. No rip and replace of your 
existing camera

 We achieve superior results by combining the best of artificial intelligence with highly trained human judgmen
 We work with you to develop security protocols tailored to the unique nuances of your facility
 We’re transparent partners who are accountable to results. Our reporting and dashboards provide customers 

with detailed data on site-level activity

Don't let your facility become one of these headlines:

 “Brooklyn man sentenced to prison for burglary at Williamsburg matzah factory… involving over $94,000 in [stolen] cash 
and checks” (Source

 “7 in custody after attempted truck theft at Stellantis Sterling Heights plant” (Source
 “Tulsa Police nab theft suspects at industrial plant… thieves have stolen roughly one million dollars of copper and 

equipment” (Source)

Leading Provider of Security-as-a-Service to Manufacturing, Warehousing & 
Distribution Facilities
Each month we address and resolve thousands of alerts related to manufacturing, warehouse and distribution 
properties we monitor. 

Modern times call for modern technology. Upgrade your security apparatus today with Blue Eye live monitoring.

VIDEO MONITORING AND DETECTION FOR MANUFACTURING, WAREHOUSE & DISTRIBUTION

Blue Eye live monitoring delivers security at scale, 
protecting property, equipment and inventory for  

facilities nationwide
Typically located in safe areas, such as suburban office parks or rural settings, manufacturing plants, 
warehouses and distribution facilities may not seem like prime targets for theft and vandalism.

Think again. 

Opportunistic criminals recognize that more remote locations are less likely to have comprehensive 
security in place. They also recognize that these large commercial facilities oftentimes house heaps

of high dollar inventory, equipment and raw materials.

Keep the criminals at bay with Blue Eye live monitoring. Easily installed on your existing video 
surveillance system, there is no need to rip and replace camera hardware.
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https://brooklyneagle.com/articles/2024/01/02/man-gets-prison-for-matzah-factory-burglary/
https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/macomb-county/2023/01/17/sterling-heights-police-arrest-7-after-attempted-truck-theft-at-assembly-plant/69813405007/
https://www.krmg.com/news/local/tulsa-police-nab-theft-suspects-industrial-plant/QBJMDWHBMZD4JPGWSLOEZR3V2M/
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